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ABSTRACT

We report here the first structure of double helical
arabino nucleic acid (ANA), the C20-stereoisomer
of RNA, and the 20-fluoro-ANA analogue (20F-ANA).
A chimeric dodecamer based on the Dickerson
sequence, containing a contiguous central segment
of arabino nucleotides, flanked by two 20-deoxy-
20F-ANA wings was studied. Our data show that this
chimeric oligonucleotide can adopt two different
structures of comparable thermal stabilities. One
structure is a monomeric hairpin in which the stem
is formed by base paired 20F-ANA nucleotides and the
loop by unpaired ANA nucleotides. The second struc-
ture is a bimolecular duplex, with all the nucleotides
(20F-ANA and ANA) forming Watson–Crick base pairs.
The duplex structure is canonical B-form, with all ara-
binoses adopting a pure C20-endo conformation. In
the ANA:ANA segment, steric interactions involving
the 20-OH substituent provoke slight changes in the
glycosidic angles and, therefore, in the ANA:ANA
base pair geometry. These distortions are not
present in the 20F-ANA:20F-ANA regions of the
duplex, where the –OH substituent is replaced by a
smaller fluorine atom. 20F-ANA nucleotides adopt the
C20-endo sugar pucker and fit very well into the
geometry of B-form duplex, allowing for favourable
20F···H8 interactions. This interaction shares many
features of pseudo-hydrogen bonds previously
observed in 20F-ANA:RNA hybrids and in single
20F-ANA nucleotides.

INTRODUCTION

The increasing number of promising applications of
modified nucleic acids ranges from new antisense/siRNA
therapies to the design of DNA-based nanodevices. For
this reason, understanding the structural effects of nucleic
acids substitutions is a field of enormous interest. Among
the many substitutions in the sugar moiety, arabino
nucleic acid (ANA) and its 20-fluorinated derivative
(20F-ANA; Figure 1) are particularly interesting (1–3).
The attractiveness of arabinose modified oligonucleotides
was first based on their nuclease resistance and their
ability to bind to target mRNA and elicit enzymatic deg-
radation of target mRNA through both RNase H and the
RNA-induced silencing complex (1,4–7). More recently,
arabino nucleotide derivatives have been used as
enhanced in vivo cellular DNA labels (3). In today’s era
of synthetic biology, ANA have become attractive systems
for studying the evolution of functional biopolymers by
in vitro selection (8,9). Recent work on ANA, 20F-ANA
and other nucleic acid analogues has been inspired by the
desire to construct genetic systems based on alternative
chemical platforms (10).
Despite the close similarity between ANA and

20F-ANA, their binding affinities for RNA are strikingly
different (1,6,11–13). ANA binds to RNA with relatively
low affinity, whereas 20F-ANA forms thermally stable
hybrids with RNA. The solution structure of
20F-ANA:RNA and ANA:RNA hybrid duplexes,
determined in a previous study, reveals that the different
binding affinity between these two derivatives is related to
several factors, among them a favourable inter-residual
pseudo-hydrogen bond (20F···purine H8) that contrasts
with unfavourable inter 20-OH···nucleobase steric
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interaction in the case of ANA:RNA hybrid duplexes (13).
In 20F-ANA:RNA hybrids, non-covalent pseudo-
hydrogen bonding interactions occur between consecutive
residues. Although the structures of these duplexes retain
many features of the A-form family of double-stranded
helices, 20F-arabinoses adopt a south/east sugar pucker
instead of a north-pucker, which is the common conform-
ation for A-form duplexes. This particular south/east
sugar pucker conformation provokes the close proximity
between 20F and H8 atoms of pyrimidine–purine steps as
well as a favourable geometry for sequential pseudo-
hydrogen bond formation (co-linearity of C8-H8-20F).
Interestingly, such interaction has been also observed in
single 20F-ANA nucleosides (14). This recent observation
raises the question that whether the favourable
pseudo-hydrogen bond formation could actually be a
general feature of nucleic acids containing 20F-ANA
modifications.
Besides its high binding affinity toward RNA, it has

also been reported that 20F-ANA binds to itself to form
B-like 20F-ANA:20F-ANA (FF) duplexes of high thermal
stability (15,16). The structure of pure 20F-ANA and pure
ANA duplexes remains largely unexplored. We show here
that ANA, unlike its C20-epimer (RNA) or its 20F cousin
(20F-ANA), forms ANA:ANA (AA) duplexes of poor
thermal stability. However, the appropriate combination
of 20F-ANA and ANA nucleotides renders sufficient sta-
bility to an internal AA segment to permit its character-
ization by NMR for the first time. We also report on the
first structural characterization of a FF duplex.
Specifically, we focused on determination of the 3D struc-
ture of the chimeric dodecamer, 50-fCfGfCfGaAaAaUaUf
CfGfCfG-30, by applying 2D NMR spectroscopy experi-
ments and restrained molecular dynamics (MD).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligonucleotide synthesis and purification

Oligonucleotides were synthesized from phosphoramidite
precursors, using standard solid-phase methods (17).
Purification of oligonucleotides was carried out using
reverse phase high performance liquid chromatography.
All masses were verified by electrospray ionization-mass
spectrometry.

UV melting experiments and derivation of
thermodynamic parameters

UV thermal denaturation data were obtained on a Varian
Cary 5000 UV-visible spectrophotometer equipped with

a Peltier temperature controller. Duplex concentration
was 2 mM (total concentration of strands: 4 mM). After
heating, samples were cooled to room temperature at a
rate of 0.3�C/min and were then refrigerated overnight.
Samples were transferred into cold cuvettes in the spectro-
photometer and were kept under flowing nitrogen when
below 15�C. Absorbance values were recorded after equili-
bration as the temperature was increased in 0.5�C steps at
1-minute intervals (buffer: 140mM KCl, 1mM MgCl2,
and 5mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.2). The optimal melting tem-
perature (Tm) values were calculated using the baseline
method, as assignment of baselines was clear in most
cases.

NMR experiments

Sample gapmer design [gap(FA)] (Table 1) was suspended
in 500 mL of either D2O or H2O/D2O 9:1 in 25mM phos-
phate buffer, 100mM NaCl, pH 7. NMR spectra were
acquired in Bruker spectrometers operating at 600, 700
or 800MHz and were processed with Topspin software.
19F and 1H 1D melting experiments, double quantum
filtered correlation scpectroscopy (DQF-COSY), total
correlation spectroscopy and nuclear overhauser effect
spectroscopy (NOESY), were recorded in D2O and H2O/
D2O 9:1. The NOESY spectra were acquired with mixing
times of 50, 100, 150, 250 and 300ms, and the total cor-
relation spectroscopy spectra were recorded with standard
MLEV-17 spin-lock sequence at 80ms mixing time. For
highly concentrated samples, NOESY spectra in H2O were
acquired with 50 and 100ms mixing times. For 2D experi-
ments in H2O, water suppression was achieved by
including a WATERGATE (18) module in the pulse
sequence before acquisition. 2D experiments in D2O

Figure 1. Structures of ANA and 20F-ANA in comparison with DNA and RNA.

Table 1. Tm values for the self-complementary chimeric duplexes

(buffer conditions: 140mM KCl, 1mM MgCl2 and 5mM Na2HPO4;

pH 7.2)

Name Sequence (50-30)a Tm (�C)

DD 50-CGCGAATTCGCG-30 58
RR 50-CGCGAATTCGCG-30 65
FF 50-CGCGAATTCGCG-30 76
AA 50-CGCGAAUUCGCG-30 –
alt (AF) 50-CGCGAAUTCGCG-30 36
alt (DF) 50-CGCGAATTCGCG-30 60
gap (FA) 50-CGCGAAUUCGCG-30 56
gap (FD) 50-CGCGAATTCGCG-30 58

a20F-ANA, RNA, DNA and ANA.
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were carried out at temperatures ranging from 5�C to
35�C, whereas spectra in H2O were recorded at 5�C to
reduce the exchange with water. 19F resonances were
assigned from 19F detected using heteronuclear overhauser
effect spectroscopy (HOESY) spectra (tm=200ms) (19).
The spectral analysis program Sparky (20) was used for
semiautomatic assignment of the NOESY cross-peaks and
quantitative evaluation of the nuclear overhauser effect
(NOE) intensities.

NMR melting experiments

The dissociation of both structures in gap(FA), i.e. the
double-stranded and the hairpin structure is described
with the following scheme:

Duplex    Hairpin 

Coil 

Evidence of unimolecular hairpin structure arises from
NMR experiments. The equilibrium between the duplex
and the hairpin is slow on the NMR timescale, so that
resonances from both species can be observed simultan-
eously under the appropriate conditions. The equilibrium
constants can be determined from the ratio of the areas of
equivalent peaks. Thermodynamic parameters for the
duplex-hairpin equilibrium are estimated using a van’t
Hoff analysis of the equilibrium constants at several tem-
peratures well below the temperature when unfolded con-
formations become populated (21).

Experimental constraints

Quantitative distance constraints were obtained from
NOESY experiments by using a complete relaxation
matrix analysis with the program MARDIGRAS (22).
Error bounds in the interprotonic distances were
estimated by carrying out several MARDIGRAS calcula-
tions with different initial models, mixing times and cor-
relation times. Standard A- and B-form duplexes were
used as initial models, and three correlation times (1.0,
2.0 and 4.0 ns) were employed, assuming an isotropic
motion for the molecule. Experimental intensities were
recorded at three different mixing times (100, 150 and
250ms) for non-exchangeable protons. Final constraints
were obtained by averaging the upper and lower distance
bounds in all the MARDIGRAS runs. Qualitative limits
of 1.8 Å and 5 Å were set in those distances where no
quantitative analysis could be carried out because of
overlapping cross-peaks or peaks with weak intensities.
In addition to these experimentally derived constraints,
Watson–Crick hydrogen bond restraints were used as
well. Target values for distances and angles related to
hydrogen bonds were set as described from the crystallo-
graphic data. 19F-1H distance constraints from qualitative
analysis of HOESY experiments were not used in these
calculations. No backbone angle constraints were

applied. Distance constraints with their corresponding
error bounds were incorporated into the AMBER poten-
tial energy by defining a flat-well potential term.

1H-1H J-coupling constants could not be accurately
measured because of the relatively broad line-widths of
the sugar proton signals. However, sum of J-coupling con-
stants were roughly estimated from DQF-COSY cross-
peaks, and some 1H-19F J-coupling constants could be
measured using NOESY and DQF-COSY spectra.
Loose values were set for the sugar dihedral angles d, n1
and n2 to constrain 20F-arabinose and arabinose conform-
ations to the east or south domain.

Structure determination of the duplex

Structures were calculated with the SANDER module of
the MD package AMBER 7.0 (23). Starting models of the
arabino duplexes were built in the A- and B- canonical
structures using SYBYL. These structures were taken as
starting points for the AMBER refinement, which started
with a short run in vacuo (using hexahydrated Na+

counterions placed near the phosphates to neutralize the
system). The resulting structures from in vacuo calcula-
tions were refined, including explicit solvent, periodic
boundary conditions and the particle-mesh Ewald
method, to evaluate long-range electrostatic interactions
(24). Thus, the structures obtained in the previous step
were placed in the center of a water-box with around
4000 water molecules and 20 sodium counterions to
obtain electroneutral systems. We used the parmbsc0
(25) revision of the parm99 force field (26,27), including
suitable parameters for the arabino and 20F-arabino de-
rivatives extracted from Noy et al. (28). The TIP3P model
was used to describe water molecules (29). The protocol
for the MD refinement consisted of an equilibration
period of 160 ps using a standard equilibration process
(30), followed by 10 independent 500 ps runs. Final struc-
tures were obtained by averaging the last ps of individual
trajectories and further relaxation of the structure.
Analysis of the representative structures and the MD
trajectories was carried out with the programs CURVES
V5.1 (31), MOLMOL (32), the analysis tools of AMBER
and SYBYL and additional ‘in–house’ programs.

Molecular modeling of the hairpin structure

Initial structural models of the hairpin species were built
with the program SYBYL on the basis of qualitative
NMR information. Conformation of 20F-ANA residues
in the stem was set according to standard B-form param-
eters. Initial models were submitted to a MD calculation
following the same protocols described previously. Only
hydrogen bonds restraints for the Watson–Crick G-C base
pairs in the stem were used.

RESULTS

Effect of ANA and 20F-ANA modifications on
duplex stability

Duplex formation and melting was monitored by ultravio-
let (UV) spectroscopy. Besides the self-complementary
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sequences containing ANA modifications, isosequential
RNA:RNA (RR) and DNA:DNA (DD) and 20F-
ANA:20F-ANA (FF) control duplexes were also
included in the UV melting experiments. Tm values are
shown in Table 1 (see Supplementary Figure S1).
Although FF duplex, containing only 20F-ANA nucleo-

tides, exhibits the highest thermal stability, AA with only
ANA nucleotides has a marginal stability and does not
show any hypochromicity. Comparison between 1–1
altimer design, alt(AF), or gap(FA), with their corres-
ponding control duplex FF also indicates that insertion
of ANA nucleotides in the sequence is destabilizing.
Oligonucleotide gap(FA) is especially interesting because
although it contains a tract of destabilizing ANA modifi-
cations, insertion of 20F-ANA nucleotides on flanks com-
pensates this destabilization to the extent that permits the
characterization of AA base pairs by NMR techniques.

Duplex-hairpin equilibrium

NMR spectra of gap(FA) recorded at different oligo-
nucleotide concentrations are indicative of self-
complementary equilibrium. The imino region, shown in
Figure 2, is particularly informative. Signals correspond-
ing to AU base pairs are not observed at low concentra-
tion, suggesting the formation of a hairpin structure in
which the stems contain 20F-ANA CG pairs, and the
loop consists of four unpaired ANA nucleotides.
However, at high oligonucleotide concentrations, the
imino region is consistent with formation of a double-
stranded duplex structure in which all nucleotides (ANA
and 20F-ANA) are base paired.
The observation of a hairpin species at low NMR con-

centrations suggests that the melting temperature of
gap(FA) measured by UV at low oligonucleotide concen-
tration corresponds, in fact, to hairpin denaturation and
not to duplex dissociation as in the other oligonucleotides
shown in Table 1 (the slightly different buffer conditions
in UV and NMR experiments do not affect the NMR
spectra, as shown in Supplementary Figure S2).
Fortunately, hairpin and duplex melting processes can
be studied independently by 1H or 19F NMR, as the equi-
librium between duplex and hairpin species exhibits a slow
kinetics on the NMR timescale (Figure 3). As previously
observed by other authors, 19F NMR is particularly useful
to monitor secondary structure transitions in nucleic acids
(33,34). Both exchangeable 1H and 19F NMR spectra,
recorded at different temperatures, indicate that these
two species have similar melting temperatures at 0.8mM
oligonucleotide concentration. The thermodynamic par-
ameters for the hairpin to duplex equilibrium were
estimated from van’t Hoff analysis of the equilibrium con-
stants that were obtained from the relative intensities of
the 19F NMR signals between equivalent protons in both
forms (see Supplementary Figure S3). This analysis was
carried out at temperatures somewhat below the Tm of
both species, where the two-state approximation is valid.
The resulting values for GH!D

298 , �H and T�S are
�0.7 kcal/mol, �6.6 kcal/mol and �5.9 kcal/mol·K, re-
spectively. This �G value indicates that the duplex is
slightly more stable than the hairpin under these

experimental conditions. �S is negative as expected, but
its value is surprisingly small, which could be attributed to
better hydration of the hairpin or a less organized duplex
structure. The small negative enthalpy change suggests
that contribution of ANA:ANA base pairs to the stability
of the duplex is only marginal.

It is interesting to compare the NMR melting experi-
ments of gap(FA) with that of the unmodified DNA
control. As shown in Supplementary Figure S4, all the
imino proton signals of the DNA control (DNA:DNA)
disappear together at the same temperature, with the
only exception being the terminal base pairs. However,
for the gap(FA) sequence, ANA imino protons located
in the central region of the duplex disappear more
readily and at much lower temperatures compared with
20F-ANA imino protons. Such a behaviour indicates
that ANA:ANA base pairs are less stable than
DNA:DNA base pairs.

NMR assignments

Sequential assignments of exchangeable and non-
exchangeable proton resonances were performed follow-
ing standard methods for right-handed double-stranded
nucleic acids, using DQF-COSY, total correlation spec-
troscopy and 2D NOESY spectra. At high oligonucleotide
concentrations, the assignment pathways could be
followed in the base-H10, and in the base-H200 regions
(Supplementary Figure S5 and Supplementary Table S1).
Assignment of the duplex was partially hindered by the
low intensity of the intra-nucleotide signals base-H10 and
base-H200, caused by the splitting of H200 and H10 signals
by fluorine. The assignment pathways of the
low-concentration species cannot be followed between
residues A6 to C9 because of the loss of sequential
connectivities. In spite of these problems, the complete
assignment of 1H and 19F resonances of both species
could be carried out by the analysis of experiments
recorded at different temperatures and oligonucleotide
concentrations. Except for some guanine and adenine
amino resonances that could not be observed, most of
the exchangeable protons of the duplex could be identified
in the NOESY spectra in H2O (Figure 4A). The observed

Figure 2. Imino region of the 1H NMR spectra of 50-fCfGfCfGaA
aAaUaUfCfGfCfG-30 at two different oligonucleotide concentrations:
top, 0.9mM and bottom, 0.2mM (phosphate buffer 100mM NaCl,
pH=7). Uppercase labels stands for duplex and lowercase labels for
hairpin.
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cross-peak patterns indicate that all bases in the double-
stranded duplex structure are forming Watson–Crick base
pairs. Only exchangeable protons corresponding to CG
base pairs were observed in the low-concentration
hairpin species.

Assignment of 19F resonances was carried out through
their heteronuclear correlations with the adjacent H200,
H30, H40 and H10 protons. Sequential and intra-residual
19F–1H6/1H8 cross-peaks were observed in the HOESY
spectrum (Figure 4B).

Experimental constraints and structure calculations

Quantitative distance constraints were obtained from
NOESY experiments by using a complete relaxation
matrix analysis. A total of 194 structurally relevant experi-
mental distance constraints were obtained (see
Supplementary Table S2). The strong sequential H200-
H6/8 NOEs confirm a B-like conformation. In addition
to the NOE-derived information, semi-quantitative
analysis of the J-coupling constants obtained from
DQF-COSY spectra was carried out. For 20F-ANA nu-
cleotides, J10200 are between 1 and 3Hz, and J30200 are almost
zero, whereas J10200 and J30200 values are both negligible for
ANA nucleotides (see Supplementary Table S3). JF-H1’

and JF-H30 were estimated from the splitting in NOESY
cross-peaks. Heteronuclear and homonuclear J-couplings
are consistent with a south puckering in all arabinose nu-
cleotides (35). Accordingly, sugar torsion angles were

constrained to avoid north conformations (allowing east
and south). Backbone dihedral angles were not
constrained.
In the case of 20F-ANA nucleotides, heteronuclear

J-couplings were detected between 20-fluorine and purine
H8 of the same nucleotide (Figure 4C). These
intra-residual couplings have been observed before in
single 20F-ANA modified nucleotides and in hybrids
with RNA (11,13,14).
Distance and torsion angle constraints were used to cal-

culate the structure by restrained MD as described in
materials and methods section. Twenty final duplex struc-
tures were obtained from an explicit solvent refinement
and are displayed in Figure 5A. The calculations
converge to a well-defined structure, with a root-
mean-square deviation (RMSD) of 0.9 Å (excluding the
terminal residues). The final AMBER energies and NOE
terms are reasonably low in all the structures, which do
not exhibit significant constraint violations (see
Supplementary Table S2). Both 20F-ANA and ANA nu-
cleotides are well defined. In the region of the
20F-ANA-ANA junction, nucleotides A5 and A17 in
strands 1 and 2, exhibit larger conformational deviations.

Description of the duplex structure

The duplex structure of 50-fCfGfCfGaAaAaUaUfCfGf
CfG-30, gap(FA), belongs to the B-form family (see
Figure 5B). The RMSD between the average structure of

Figure 3. Imino region of the 1H (left) and complete 19F (right) NMR spectra of 50-fCfGfCfGaAaAaUaUfCfGfCfG-30 [gap(FA)] at different
temperatures. Signals of duplex (D) and hairpin (H) species are indicated (oligonucleotide concentration of 0.8mM, in the same buffer conditions
as in Figure 2).
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gap(FA) and the canonical A-form structure of the same
sequence is larger than the RMSD between gap(FA) and a
canonical B-form (5.4 Å and 1.8 Å, respectively). In
addition, helical parameters are characteristics of B-form
helices, with an average rise of 3.3 Å and twist angles
around 34�. A summary of helical parameters is shown
in Supplementary Table S4.
The geometry of arabinoses and 20F-arabinoses is

similar; most sugar pseudorotation phase angles range
from �120� to �170� and glycosidic angles from �110�

to �135� (excluding terminal residues) (Figure 5C and D).
Backbone torsion angles are well defined and within the
usual range for double helical structures. The C20-endo
sugar pucker of arabinose residues is in agreement with
the previous solution studies on DNA duplex with
20F-ANA substitutions (36), and contrasts with the early
crystallographic studies in which 20F-ANA adopt an
O40-endo conformation (37).
An interesting observation was the splitting of the H8

proton signals because of heteronuclear 19F-1H
J-couplings (Figure 4C and Supplementary Table S3).
These couplings likely reflect pseudo-hydrogen bonds

(13,14), as the intra-residual distances between the 20–F
and H8 protons are short (<2.7 Å). Interestingly,
intra-residual distances between the arabinose 20–OH
group and H8 protons are also short (<2.6 Å), and we
hypothesize that in this case, the 20–OH/H8 interaction
is destabilizing because of the larger size of the hydroxyl
group (Figure 5E, F). It seems that the unfavourable steric
contact between 20–OH and H8 outweights their
favourable electrostatic interaction, shifting the glycosidic
angles of arabinoses toward high anti values (�135�)
(Figure 5D) (12). Unfavourable van der Waals contacts
also cause distortions in the AA base pairs, as shown in
some base:base helical parameters, such as opening and
inclination (see Supplementary Table S5). These distor-
tions in ANA glycosidic angles partially hinder the
co-planarity of A:U base pairs.

Hairpin structure

The hairpin structure is predominant only at low oligo-
nucleotide concentrations, where conditions for obtaining
structural constraints from NMR data are not optimal.

Figure 4. (A) Region of the NOESY spectrum of gap(FA) in H2O (mixing time: 150ms). Watson–Crick base-pairs can be established for all the
residues. (B) HOESY spectrum in D2O, showing the 19F-1H assignment pathway. (C) 19F-coupled (red) and 19F-decoupled (blue) 1H NMR spectra,
demonstrating different signal intensity in H8 20F-ANA purines. H8 of 20F-ANA purines in the duplex are labelled. Oligonucleotide concentration of
0.8mM, same buffer conditions as in Figure 2.
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Although most of the signals could be assigned, the
number of distance constraints derived from NOESY
experiments were low, impeding the determination of a
high-resolution structure. Despite of this limitation,
some features of this interesting unimolecular hairpin
structure were deduced from the NMR data. The sequen-
tial sugar-base NOE connectivity could be traced for all
20F-ANA residues and A5 residue in the 20F-ANA-ANA
interface, but not for other ANA residues. These data are
consistent with a stem-loop hairpin structure comprising a
four CG base pair stem, formed by 20F-ANA nucleotides
and a four-residue loop formed by ANA nucleotides.

Furthermore, strong sequential H200-H6/8 NOEs are indi-
cative of a B-like conformation for the 20F-ANA stem,
which is similar to the FF segment of the duplex structure.
In case of ANA nucleotides, the lack of NOEs involving
aromatic protons suggests that the bases are somewhat
disordered. This is also supported by the chemical shifts
of ANA H6/H8 protons, which exhibit similar values as
those of the fully denatured oligonucleotide observed at
high temperatures. However, qualitative analysis of the
J-coupling constants obtained from DQF-COSY spectra
shows that J10200 and J20030 are small, with similar values as
those found in 20F-ANA and ANA nucleotides in the

Figure 5. (A) Ensemble of the 20 refined structures of the duplex form of 50-fCfGfCfGaAaAaUaUfCfGfCfG-30. (B) Stereo view of the average
structure. ANA nucleotides are shown in cyan, 20F-ANA nucleotides in blue and fluorine atoms in green. (C) Pseudorotation phase angle and
(D) glycosidic angle versus sequence. (E) Stereo view showing details of ANA residues, and (F) 20F-ANA residues, superimposed to the unmodified
DNA structure (in green colour, PDB: 1DUF).
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duplex (see Supplementary Figure S6). This observation
indicates that arabino sugars have a similar rigidity in a
duplex as in the single-stranded loop, retaining a south
conformation in both cases.
The structural features described previously were

confirmed by the model calculation shown in Figure 6.
Unrestrained MD trajectories show that the sugar-
phosphate backbone of the loop and stem regions of the
hairpin is well defined, whereas ANA nucleobases in the
loop are disordered.

DISCUSSION

Comparison of ANA and 20F-ANA with unmodified
DNA structure

The Dickerson dodecamer is probably the most studied
DNA duplex in the literature (38–41). Among the different
structures deposited in the protein data bank (PDB), the
structure obtained by Tjandra et al. (PDB: 1DUF) is the
most appropriate model to use for comparison, as it was
also determined by NMR methods, with a high resolution
(40). Overall Tjandra’s structure is similar to the duplex
conformation of gap(FA). However, some differences are
observed. The RMSD between average structure of
gap(FA) duplex and Tjandra’s average structure is 1.3 Å
for heavy atoms and 0.9 Å for the bases. RMSD between
ANA bases is 0.5 Å and between 20F-ANA bases is
�0.6 Å. The pseudo-rotation phase angles of ANA and
20F-ANA sugars are more south relative to the DNA
sugars (Figure 5C). These results suggest that arabinose
sugars are more rigid compared with deoxyribose sugars,
which are in dynamic equilibrium between the northern
and southern conformations. In fact, observed J10200
coupling values (see Supplementary Table S3) convinced
us that such north-south conformational transitions do
not occur in ANA and 20F-ANA nucleotides, as even a
small population of north conformation would give rise to
a larger value for J10200 couplings. Our findings are consist-
ent with previous findings from NMR studies on
ANA:RNA (PDB: 2KP3) and 20F-ANA:RNA (PDB:
2KP4) hybrids, which also show rigid arabinose conform-
ations (13).
Differences in glycosidic angles between gap(FA) and

Tjandra’s structures are limited to the ANA residues men-
tioned previously. Backbone dihedral angles are also
similar (Supplementary Tables S6 and S7). Exceptions
are the zeta angles, which present smaller values than in
the solution structures of unmodified DNA Dickerson
dodecamer (40). This is caused by the repulsion between
the 20-substituent and the adjacent phosphate groups.
Thus, sequential P-H20 distances in Tjandra’s structure
are smaller than 4 Å, whereas in gap(FA) these distances
(sequential P-20F and P-20O) are around 5 Å. The minor
groove width is narrower than in canonical B-form helices
in solution (Supplementary Figure S7). Interestingly, a
minor groove narrowing is observed in the central part
of the sequence. A similar effect was described for the
AATT moiety in the unmodified DNA helix (40).

ANA stabilizes stem-loop structures

All palindromic sequences can, in principle, form
stem-loop hairpin structures, although such structures
are mainly formed at much lower salt and oligonucleotide
concentrations than those used in this study. Early spec-
troscopic studies on Dickerson sequence suggested the for-
mation of alternative conformations (42,43). However,
they only occur at much lower concentrations than those
required in structural studies (44). In high-resolution
NMR and crystallographic studies, unmodified DNA
Dickerson dodecamer has been found as a duplex. In
addition, most DNA analogues studied with this
sequence adopt a predominant duplex structure. An ex-
ception is the recently reported crystallographic structure
of Dickerson dodecamer containing N-methanocarba-T
DNA analogues (45). However, this modification does
not induce a detectable hairpin formation in solution
(46,47). The pure RNA version of Dickerson sequence
also adopts a duplex structure in solution (48). However,
several modifications in the RNA sequence have been
reported to induce hairpin formation (49–51).

In the case of ANA modification, the unfavourable
steric interactions because of short –OH to aromatic
proton distances observed in the duplex are partially
alleviated in the loop structure. Such a reduction of
unfavourable steric clashes has an effect in the energetic
balance between the duplex and the hairpin forms, and is
partially responsible for the similar stability of the two
forms. Furthermore, several intra-residual hydrogen
bonds between 20-OH and phosphate oxygens were

Figure 6. Model of the hairpin structure of gap(FA). Top: ensemble of
10 structures from MD calculations. Bottom: detail of the ANA
residues in the loop, showing hydrogen bonds between the 20–OH
and phosphate oxygens.
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observed for the arabinose loop residues during the unre-
strained MD calculations (Figure 6). Intra O20-H20. . . O50

hydrogen bonds have been previously observed in ANA
nucleosides (12,52) and have stabilized the south sugar
conformation. It must be noticed that these interactions
are not possible in a B-form helical conformation.

Furthermore, arabinose 20-OH groups are more solvent
exposed in the hairpin loop than in the duplex species.
Therefore, dehydration of these groups is required for
duplex formation, but not for hairpin folding. This
effect may be responsible for the small entropy difference
between the two conformations. Solvation of 20-OH
groups is an important contribution to the stability of
RNA hairpins. Stem-loop hairpins are more common in
RNA than in DNA (53). It is not uncommon that short
oligoribonucleotides adopt duplex or hairpin structures of
comparable stabilities, and transitions between them are
related to different biological processes (54). This obser-
vation raises the question whether ANA is a DNA or an
RNA mimic. In the context of double helical structures,
ANA is clearly a DNA analogue (i.e. C20-endo sugar con-
formations, B-type duplex). However, ANA promotes for-
mation of stem-loop structures and, in this sense, behaves
as an RNA analogue. This tendency of ANA nucleotide
tracts to form loop structures may be useful for the
rational design of nucleic acid hairpins or in applications
where a duplex/hairpin conformational switch is desirable.

ANA versus 20F-ANA duplexes—why such a
difference in stability?

ANA and 20F-ANA segments of gap(FA) duplex exhibit
similar structures. Sugar and glycosidic angle conform-
ations provoke a systematic steric clash between the
20-OH and their own H6/H8 base protons in ANA nucleo-
tides. However, the same geometry provokes favourable
electrostatic interactions with 20F-ANA nucleotides,
because of the smaller radii of fluorine and its higher elec-
tronegativity, compared with the 20-OH group. Similar
effects have been observed previously for hybrids of
20F-ANA and ANA with RNA (13). In 20F-ANA:RNA
hybrids, the geometry of the C20-F/H8 network is almost
co-linear, facilitating the formation of sequential
pseudo-hydrogen bonds. The 20F-H8 contacts are particu-
larly favourable in pyrimidine-purine steps where the base
stacking geometry can adjust to optimize the interaction
without incurring a steric penalty. In the duplex structure
of gap(FA), 20F..H8 interactions are intra- not inter-
residual. Whereas this geometry is not so favourable (the
C20-F..H6/8 angle is around 100–110�), a similar geometry
has been found in solution and the crystal for N-H..F-C
hydrogen bonds in substituted benzamide derivatives (55).

Organic fluorine is considered to be a poor hydrogen
bond acceptor (56–62); however, there is evidence that
fluorine-mediated pseudo-hydrogen bonding is important
in duplex thermal stability (13,63–66). Because in gap(FA)
these interactions are intra-residual, they can occur in the
duplex and in the single-stranded denatured states and,
consequently, their contribution to duplex stability is not
direct. Most probably, such favourable non-covalent
interactions act by pre-organizing the bases and, therefore,

reducing the entropic penalty of duplex formation.
Alternatively, duplex formation may facilitate intra-
residual pseudo-hydrogen bonding, and thus, making
duplexation enthalpically favourable. Finally, it has been
suggested that 20-substituents in riboses may modulate
base pairing strength and p-p stacking interactions in
20F-RNA structures (67,68). Although this hypothesis is
difficult to probe experimentally, fluorine substitution in
arabinoses may also polarize their nucleobases and affect
the strength of Watson–Crick hydrogen bonds in FF base
pairs (67,68). Consistent with this notion, the 20-fluorine in
the nucleoside araF-A increases the polarity of the
nucleobase, and thus, increases the acidity of the H8
proton as seen by the faster deuterium exchange (14).

Alternative genetic systems based on arabinose?

Recent work on nucleic acid analogues have been inspired
by the desire to construct genetic systems based on alter-
native chemical platforms (8–10). Two groups have
recently reported that DNA polymerases can catalyze
DNA synthesis on a 20F-ANA template strand (8–10).
Furthermore, polymerases are able to synthesize ANA
(10), 20F-ANA (8,9) or chimeric 20F-ANA-DNA (8,9)
strands on template DNA strands. Since ANA and
20F-ANA polymers can be copied to and from DNA
with good fidelity (8–10), this attribute is in principle suf-
ficient to carry out the directed evolution of functional
ANA and 20F-ANA molecules.
It is generally assumed that stable duplex formation is a

crucial aspect of directed evolution of functional biopoly-
mers based on a synthetic nucleic acid system. Although
the poor stability of ANA duplexes would suggest that
ANA may not be used to store or propagate information,
there is ample evidence that polymerases are able to
catalyze oligonucleotide synthesis in the absence of a
stable product-template duplex (69). Consistent with this
observation, an engineered D4K polymerase is able to
carry out template-dependent DNA synthesis on an
ANA template (10), despite the poor stability of
ANA:DNA duplexes (1). 20F-ANA has been copied to
its own complement (10), but this process is less efficient
than copying information between 20F-ANA to and from
DNA (8–10), pointing to subtle structural differences
between DNA and 20F-ANA duplexes (e.g., rigidity of
fluorinated sugar) as revealed in this study.

CONCLUSION

ANA can adopt duplex structures in solution similar to
standard B-form DNA duplexes. Arabinoses and their
fluorine-substituted analogue, 20-fluoroarabinose, adopt
pure C20-endo conformations, with little variation along
the sequence. Despite of these structural similarities, the
thermal stability of ANA and 20F-ANA duplexes is differ-
ent. Pure 20F-ANA duplexes are substantially more stable
than RNA duplexes of the same sequence, whereas AA
duplexes are weak at best (duplex thermal stability
increasing from ANA<DNA<RNA< 20F-ANA).
The electronegativity of fluorine provokes the polariza-

tion of the C-H8 bonds, favouring the formation of
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intra-residue C-20F. . .H8-C pseudo-hydrogen bonds. The
chimeric oligonucleotide sequence, gap(FA), adopts a
duplex and a hairpin structure of surprisingly similar
thermal stability. The co-existence of these two species,
as observed independently by NMR methods, offered a
good opportunity to study the structure of the AA
duplex. Analysis of the ANA residues in the loop or
duplex structure indicates that they are rigid and
pre-organized in a conformation that cannot adjust to
optimize the base stacking and Watson–Crick hydrogen
bond formation without incurring a steric penalty. NMR
studies of other single-stranded arabino and fluoro-
arabino oligonucleotides, currently underway in our
laboratories, will help test and refine this hypothesis.
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